The previous publications of this series described the expected grain distributions around model radioactive structures in EM autoradiographs as a function of the specimen resolution. This family of expected distributions was called the "universal curves". In the present study, experiments on ~4C-labeled specimens refine our information regarding the tails of the universal curves. When the expected grain distributions from 125I-, all-, and ~4C-sources were compared, significant differences were found depending on the energy of the isotope. These differences were primarily in the tails of the distributions, and are therefore important in correcting for cross-scatter when analyzing electron microscope autoradiographs.
Many studies have dealt with the problem of analyzing autoradiographs (1, 3, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20, 23 ). Yet it remains one of the more troublesome aspects of EM autoradiography. The autoradiographic resolution is considerably poorer than the morphological resolution of the dectronmicroscope, and thus a grain seen over a specific organelle is not necessarily derived from a radioactive decay in that organelle. The task of analyzing EM autoradiographs is therefore to determine the most probable source for the developed grains. Although this cannot be done with any degree of certainty for a single grain, it can be done on a statistical basis for a population of grains accumulated from numerous autoradiographs. Once the source is identified, the amount of radioactivity can be assessed. At the root of THE JOURr~AL OF CELL BIOLOGY 9 VOLUME 76, 1978 9 pages 127-145such an analysis has to be an understanding of the likely distribution of developed grains (radiation spread) around their parent radioactive sources. This information is contained in the resolution of the autoradiographic technique, which in turn depends on such parameters as the energy of the isotope, the specimen geometry, and the photographic process (1, 2, 6-9, 11, 13, 17-19, 21) .
A decay from a radioactive source can produce a developed grain anywhere within a characteristic distance from the source. The resolution or the probability of finding a grain at different points within this distance can be expressed either in terms of a grain density distribution (grains/unit area, see Fig. 1 ) or in an integrated form (summed grains, see Fig. 2 ). The density distribution has frequently been used in defining EM autoradiographic resolution (6, 13) . We have favored in our earlier papers a consideration also of the integrated form because it is easier to apply to analysis of autoradiographs. As with the density distribution, one can choose from the integrated distribution a single measure of resolution. We chose that distance from a radioactive source which defined an area with a 50% probability of containing a developed grain (or conversely, an area around a grain with a 50% probability of containing a source). This distance was called the half distance (HD) for a line source and half radius (HR) for a point source (17) . (Values for HD are summarized in Table I .) Such 50% probability areas can be used to partially correct for radiation spread or cross-scatter in analyzing EM autoradiographs, for instance, in the probability circle methods (10, 15, 23) . 1 Radiation spread can be accounted for more fully and accurately if one considers the full expected grain distribution around defined sources. The concept of the "universal curves" was introduced in the earlier papers of this series to facilitate this procedure. These curves were first based on the finding that, for a given source geometry and tritium labeling, the shape of the grain distribution was independent of the actual resolution or HD of the specimen. For instance, a 500-/~ section coated with Kodak NTE emulsion has a resolution (HD value) of 850/~,z and a 1,000-/~ section coated with Ilford L4 emulsion has an HD value of 1,500 A (for other HD values, see Table I ). Yet, although the width (or spread) of the grain distribution around a defined source depends on the HD, the shapes (and thus the mathematical descriptions) of the two grain distributions are the same. Therefore, when these grain distributions are normalized in distance units of their own HD, all the curves will coincide. These normalized distributions were then called the universal curves. The universal curves were first obtained for experimental line sources (17, 19, 21) , as these were easiest to make experimentally. However, all extended sources, such as labeled cellular organelles, can be considered as collections of point sources randomly distributed over the entire area of that extended source. For each isotope, the universal curve for a point source was therefore derived mathematically and will henceforth be considered the primary universal curve. Such a curve can be used to generate the expected distributions for any extended radioactive structure by appropriate summation of the point source distributions, and becomes an obvious basis for autoradiographic analysis. This approach was used by Salpeter et al. (17) in the "grain density distribution" procedure, and by Blackett and Parry (3, 12) in the "hypothetical grain" procedure. Both procedures estimate the extent of radioactivity in a tissue by comparing the developed grain distributions observed in autoradiographs with the expected distributions generated from various assumed sources by the summation of point sources. We published a set of such expected distributions for regularly shaped structures and called these the families of universal curves (17) . Blackett and Parry (3) provided a computer-generated list of random directions and distances derived from the point source universal curve, which can be used to generate the expected distributions directly on the autoradiographs. In the present study, we further extend this approach by designing transparent overlays (or masks) to facilitate generating expected grain distributions around assumed sources. 3 In addition, we have 1 Williams (23) has developed this "probability circle" procedure most elegantly. We feel that Nadler's application (10) is hampered by some incorrect concepts of resolution and a fallacy in the method for assigning shared grains.
2 The Kodak NTE type emulsion is about to be released commercially in an improved form to be called either Kodak NTE2 or Kodak Type 129-01 (22) . a After this paper was first submitted, but before it was resubmitted in revised form, a similar overlay procedure was published by Blackett and Parry (4) . See Discussion. I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   I  5  tO  15  20  25  30  35  40  45 FIGURE 2 Integrated universal curves for point sources of 1251, all, and ~4C. The arrows on the Y-axis represent the midpoint of 10 consecutive bins containing an equal relative number of grains. The intersection of each arrow with the curves defines one of the I0 equal probability radial distances used in constructing the masks.
SALPETER, II A similar value was obtained for aFe (11) .
recently found that the shape of the universal curves depends on the energy of the isotope used (19) . Thus, each isotope has a unique universal curve for a point source which differs particularly at the tails of the distributions. The higher the energy of radiation, the flatter and longer is the tail of the universal curve for the isotope. These differences are important if one wishes to make a full correction for radiation spread (or cross-scatter) among all the structures in an autoradiograph.
In this study, we therefore first determined experimentally the tail of the 14C-universal curve which was previously not fully known. We then designed transparent overlays or masks for each isotope separately. These masks contain the information from the integrated curves in a form which lends itself to being transferred to EM autoradiographs for easy generation of expected grain distributions. The validity of these masks was tested by their ability to generate the known universal curves for each isotope. Some practical applications of these masks to the analysis of autoradiographs are discussed, and grain tabulations are proposed to maximize flexibility in hypothesis testing. Finally, a computer program for use in the most complex analyses is outlined in an Appendix (by Land and Salpeter).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Determination of the Tail of the 14C-Grain Distribution
The spread of radiation around a radioactive source increases with the energy of the isotope. In respect to the three isotopes considered here, nsI, all, and x4C, this spread is the largest for 14C. (Data for 14C are equally applicable to asS, as it has the same energy as a4C,) In our earlier experimental resolution studies, grains were counted only to a "cut off" distance of 10 HD from the source for all isotopes. However, with t4C, as with any isotope of energy higher than that of tritium, a full description of radiation spread should extend farther than 10 HD. In order to obtain enough grains for a statistically significant description of grain density beyond 10 HD, a thick line source was constructed in the manner previously used for the thin line source (21) . The thick line source consisted of a 2,500-,~ layer of [~4C]polystyrene sandwiched between nonradioactive Epon and nonradioactive methacrylate, and then sectioned at right angles. EM autoradiographs of the line source were prepared by the "flat substrate" method of Salpeter and Bachmann (16) , and the autoradiographs were exposed long enough to get significant grain counts up to 5 /zm from the line. (The emulsion immediately above the line was thereby overexposed and could not be counted.) Grains were counted between 1 and 5 p,m from the middle of this thick line source. Because in the earlier study on t4C (21) the grains had been counted from the middle of the thin line up to a distance of 2 /~m, we now had a 1-#m overlap between the thin and thick line tabulations. By combining the data from both studies, a full ~4C-grain distribution up to a 5 /zm (or slightly >20 HD) cut-off distance was obtained. Fig. 1 gives the full ~4C-density distribution, plotted against distance from the line in units of HD. (HD for this specimen is -2,300 ,~ [ Table I ].)
Making of the Overlays or Masks
Mathematical formulae describing the density distributions for 125I-, all-, and ~4C-line sources have been refined and are given in paper III of this series (19) . These lead uniquely to mathematical descriptions 4 for the expected grain distributions around point sources.
(The integrated curves are plotted in Fig. 2 in universal form, i.e., in units of HD.)
The purpose of the masks is to translate the information contained in the full integrated universal curve to the situation existing in autoradiography. Essentially, in an EM autoradiograph there are many point sources each on the average giving rise to, at most, one developed grain. Therefore, in the masks we made a set of point sources and to each we assigned a single grain whose distance from the source was chosen randomly from 10 equally probable distances on the integrated distribution. Thus each "source-to-grain" pair had an equal probability of occurrence. How this was done can be seen in Fig. 2. 4 These mathematical descriptions (in Appendix C of reference 19) have a misprint in Eqs. 6-9. The quantity denoted as "a" should be parameter "C" (numerical values are given in Table A of reference 19) .
For example, 10% of the grains from a ~4C-point source (e.g. 0-0.1 relative number) fall between 0 and 0.5 HD from that source, and another 10% (e.g. 0.5-0.6 relative number) fall between 2.5 and 5 HD from that source. Thus, a grain has an equal probability (10%) of being between 0 and 0.5 HD or between 2.5 and 5 HD from a 14C-radioactive decay. We can thus think of a point source as having a series of concentric annuli around it, each of different width but each containing 10% of total grains. The 10 arrows on the Y-axis of Fig. 2 define the midline of such annuli. Because the direction taken by the emitted particle is random, the grain can be anywhere in the defined annulus. Thus, in constructing the six masks for a given isotope, the direction and distance of each grain from its source were determined by a random choice from among 160 equally probable grain positions. Each involved a random choice of one of 16 possible different directions, and one of the 10 equally likely radial distances marked by the arrows in Fig. 2 .
Figs. 3-5 show these overlays in reduced size.
For any desired magnification of the autoradiographs to be analyzed, investigators can make their own overlays by photographing Figs. 3-5. The set for the specific isotope can then be magnified photographically so that the 10 HD bar matches what 10 HD would be for their autoradiographic specimen at whatever final magnification they prefer. (See Table I 
Validations of Masks
To determine that no errors were committed in constructing the masks, we tested to see whether with their use we could generate the expected grain distribution from an assumed source. We chose a line source because in our earlier studies on resolution real experimental grains were obtained for such a source and accurate universal curves derived from it. The expected grain distributions were generated as follows. For each isotope, four straight lines at varying angles to the horizontal plane were drawn on a page. 144 equally spaced hypothetical point sources (to be called generated sources) were punched along each line with a needle. All six "masks" per isotope were then used to generate grains from these linear sources. The edges of each mask were always kept parallel to the edges of the page, but the mask was moved so that a different mask source was laid, in consecutive order, over each generated source along the line. A hole was then punched into the page through the center of the X marking the generated grain paired to that particular source. The nearest distance from each generated grain to the line was recorded. The data were tabulated in histogram form to provide generated grain density distributions with distance from the line, as was done for the developed grains in the initial resolution studies (papers I to III) of this series (17, 19, 21) . If the masks are valid, the histograms of generated grains should match those of the experimental grains, and thus should reproduce the universal curve for a line source. Fig. 6 shows that for each isotope there is a good match between the generated grain histograms and the universal curves for a line source. We should note that the mathematically derived universal curve is more accurate than the mask generated histogram.
RESULTS
Use of the Masks
The masks can be used in any of four orientations. As shown in Figs. 3-5, the source points are not symmetrically arranged within the center rectangle, and the source-to-grain pairs fall on different parts of a print depending on whether the top left corner of the mask is lined up with the top left or with the bottom right corners of the print, and whether the mask is turned over (i.e., the numbers mirror imaged). For each isotope, the six masks thus give 288 different sourceto-grain pairs.
Before proceeding with a detailed description of EM autoradiographic analysis by means of the masks, we should explain some terms to be used in this study. The term "observed grains" refers to the real developed silver grains in the autoradiograph. The mask tabulation provides a set of "generated" source-to-grain pairs. The generated grains then serve as a basis for subsequent computations based on various hypotheses which result in a set of "computed" optimized sources and "computed" expected grains.
The term "source compartment" defines the location of generated or computed sources, and the term "grain compartment" defines the locations of observed, generated, or computed grains. Before beginning a tabulation, the investigator must decide on an initial set of source and grain compartments. These may subsequently be altered if the initial results so indicate. By definition, a single source compartment will always be considered as a uniformly labeled structure, i.e., one consisting of randomly distributed point sources as some overall level of radioactivity. A source compartment can be coincident with a cellular organelle such as the mitochondrion, etc. but it need not be. It could be, for instance, a 1-/,,m band inside the plasma membrane of a cell. Such a source compartment, if it exists, is not easy to choose initially without some prior knowledge or preset hypothesis, but may emerge with iteration during the analysis. The chosen grain compartments should be geometrically related to the source compartments. The grain compartment for any given grain can be identified in a variety of ways, and depends to some extent on the mode of grain tabulation used. However, it must be remembered that the same grain compartments and mode of tabulation must be used for the observed as for the generated grains. In some modes the center of the grain is FiotraE 6 Histograms, plotted in units of HD, give grain distributions generated by use of the masks from assumed line. sources labeled with 1251, all, and ~4C. The smooth curves represent the universal curves for a line source labeled with these isotopes. The good fit provides a validation of the masks.
grain and the grain is located according to what structures fall within that circle. The circles provide an easy mechanism for identifying a grain compartment outside a defined structure such as a rim whose width is equal to the radius of the circle. This circle mode of grain tabulation is used in the probability circle analysis, and has been adopted in the hypothetical grain analysis of Blackett and Parry (3, 12) . We prefer to use all three modes of grain tabulation singly or in combination in the mask analysis to increase the flexibility in subsequent hypothesis testing. Locating grains by their centers is simplest, and recommended when the chosen grain compartments are large structures or are histogram columns. Histogram grain compartments are optimum when the related source compartments are small (e.g. a line), or potentially highly radioactive. The use of circles around grains is preferred if small structures are under consideration and histograms are not used. As will be justified, it is generally more reliable to have a larger number of different grain compartments than of source compartments.
Once the source and grain compartments are chosen, the observed grains are tabulated in relation to the grain compartments, and the mask generated source-to-grain pairs in relation to both the source and the grain compartments as follows: numerous EM autoradiographs representing a random or systematic sampling of the tissue of interest are analyzed. The masks are laid over the autoradiographic prints in one of the several orientations as previously indicated (see Fig. 7 ). For each source-to-grain pair, one then records the source compartment containing the source and the grain compartment containing the grain.
Because the mask sources are sparsely spaced to avoid clutter (in an 8 • 10 mask we have one source per 4 square inches), the probability may be low that a mask source will fall on small or rare compartments. To improve the statistical FIGURE 7 Sample autoradiograph with a superimposed 14C-mask. Double arrows point to real observed developed grains. The generated source-to-grain matrix derived from many such autoradiographs is given in Table II a. The single arrows point to holes punched into the autoradiographs for tabulating small and rare source compartments which otherwise would not have enough generated sources to fulfill the required ratio of generated grains to observed grains. In the example illustrated here, only the axon source compartment was tabulated using the generated sources from the punch hole spacing, as well as from the regular mask source spacing. Note that in Table II a, all grains generated from the axon source compartment (row 5) have been divided by 10, as the punch hole density was nine times higher than the mask source density and both were used once on this print. sampling of such small structures, we have devised a grid consisting of closely spaced nails held in square array in a rigid sheet of plastic. When this grid is used, the nails are pressed through an autoradiographic print (see legend to Fig. 7) . Only those punch holes that are seen over th~ small structure of interest are used. All other punch holes can be ignored. A mask is moved so that one of its sources is placed over each nail hole (a different source per hole), as was done for the holes punched along the lines used in validating the masks. Each punch hole thus serves as the location of a source from which a grain is generated. Each source-to-grain pair is then tabulated in a source and grain compartment as previously outlined. By adding the punch holes to the mask sources for small structures only, the statistical sampling of the small compartment is enhanced without needing excessive sampling on the large structures. To maintain the same unit of source density for all compartments, the grains derived from source compartments for which both punch and regular mask sources were used must be divided by the overall increased source density (e.g., see legend to Fig. 7) .
To sample a linear source, hypothetical sources can be placed along the linear structure which are then used in conjunction with the mask to generate random grains. These grains would then be tabulated in the same way as those generated from other sources. However, the final units of source density must be expressed per length of line rather than per area of compartment.
In doing the mask tabulation, all six masks should be used in each of the four orientations before starting the sequence again so that the full universal curve is reproduced most accurately. All grains and sources must be accounted for in some compartment. Finally, before any division for the purpose of equalizing generated source density, at least three to five times as many generated grains as observed grains should be obtained in the total analysis, and at least two to three times as many generated grains as observed grains should be obtained for every compartment tabulated. This insures that the observed grain sampling and not the generated grain sampling is the limiting factor determining the statistical accuracy of the results. The mask generated sourceto-grain pairs are then tabulated in matrix form as illustrated in Table II a. (Having more grain compartments than source compartments, i.e. as in Table II a, gives a nonsquare matrix, whereas having an equal number of grain compartments and source compartments gives a square matrix.) In Table II a, we also see the number of observed grains in each of the grain compartments, tabulated precisely as the generated grains were, i.e., using the same grain compartments and the same mode of grain location.
A source compartment was defined as being uniformly labeled internally. Therefore, a basic assumption underlying the initial mask tabulation is that the chosen source compartments are indeed uniformly labeled. This assumption is not easy to test, but as will be discussed below, it can be tested in the subsequent analysis if a nonsquare matrix is made. A detailed example of the "mask" analysis can be given from Fig. 7 consisting of two neurons, a Schwann cell, and an axon with a 14C-mask superimposed on it. The source compartments can be neuronal nucleus (Nuc), mitochondria (Mit), other cytoplasm (OCyt), Schwann cell (Sch), and Axon (axon). The grain compartments can be neuronal nucleus (Nuc), mitochondria (Mit), a 1-HD rim around each mitochondria (Mitrym), all other neuronal cytoplasm (OCyt), Schwann cell (Sch), a 1-HD rim around each Schwann cell (Schrim), a zone in the Schwann cell which is within 5 HD of an axon (Schax), the axon (Axon), and a 1-HD rim around the axon (Axonrim). The source compartments were chosen to illustrate different geometric relationships of potentially labeled structures. The grain compartments were chosen for the following reasons. Mitochondria (Mit) are small relative to the resolution of 14C, and because radiation spread outside a radioactive structure is relatively greater for small structures, a rim outside them is used for an additional grain compartment (Mitrym). The neuronal nuclei (Nuc) and Cytoplasm (OCyt) are large relative to the resolution, and we had no rea- Grain compartments are listed across and source compartments are listed down. The number of generated sourceto-grain pairs in each matrix element indicates the generated grains in a grain compartment (column) that arises by radiation spread from generated sources in one particular source compartment (row). The observed grains are tabulated in the same compartments as are the generated grains. In using the initial mask tabulation, the number of generated sources that fall in each source compartment is proportional to the size of that compartment (and thus the generated source densities are equal for all source compartments). In the subsequent analyses, the relative extent of label in the different source compartments can be varied either on the basis of some specific hypothesis (Table II b) , or by the computer until a best fit to the observed grains is obtained (Table II c, see also reference 3). Normalizing factor for source density = (E observed grains)/(2 generated grains) = 0.218.
son to believe that they would be excessively radioactive; therefore, they do not need (at least not on the first iteration of the analysis) spill-over rims for radiation spread. The Schax (or Schwann cell within 5 HD from Axon) was chosen because we are assuming in this hypothetical example that we have some previously obtained reason for expecting the axon to be very radioactive. Because Schwann cells are invariably found in the vicinity of axons, heavy radiation spread from a hot axon would make it difficult, even with a 1-HD axonal rim, to determine with any degree of accuracy whether the Schwann cell contains any radioactivity of its own. Thus, the greater subdivision of grain compartments (approaching histogram form) not only aids in determining the specific activity and uniformity of label of a highly radioactive structure, but is very important in assessing the radioactivity of a low activity structure adjacent to a high activity neighbor. The matrix tabulation from many autoradiographs, such as the one illustrated in Fig. 7 , is given in Table II a. Of the mask source-to-grain pairs illustrated in Fig.  7 , no. 1 is in the source compartment OCyt and in the grain compartment Mitrym, source-to-grain pair no. 7 is in the 'Mit' source compartment and 'axonrim' grain compartment; source-to-grain pairs nos. 2 and 6 are both in the 'Nuc to Nuc' matrix element, etc. Table II a also gives the observed grains seen in the various grain compartments.
If we wished to test a simple hypothesis such as, for instance, that the axon is 10 times more radioactive than the neuronal mitochondria (Mit), and that the other source compartments all had no radioactivity at all, this could be done by a simple X 2 test (Table II b) as follows: the observed grains are listed in Table II a. To calculate the expected grains, we first use Eq. 1 of the Appendix and then multiply these expected grains by a normalizing factor so that the total expected grains equal the total observed grain. The resultant X 2 tabulation, seen in Table II b, leads us to reject our hypothesis (P < 0.005). We note that the largest contribution to the total X 2 comes from the Schwann cell, suggesting that the Schwann cell is labeled. We could now alter our hypothesis repeatedly, assigning different relative source densities to the various source compartments until the expected and observed grains compare favorably.
If the computer program given in the Appendix is used, it does this iteration automatically. The resultant printout giving optimized computed source density, 5 X 2 values, and standard errors is 5 The optimized computed source density is given in units of generated source density (i.e., computed sources per generated source). It thus gives only the relative radioactivity in different source compartments. For absolute quantitation, the initial generated source density must first be determined. For example, in the mask analysis of the autoradiograph in Fig. 7 , before reduction for illustrations the mask provided one source per 28.81 cm 2 and the magnification of the autoradiograph was x20,000. The generated source density was thus 0.14 generated sources per/zm z of tissue surface. Table II c gives an optimized "computed" source density for the Schwann cell of 0.30 -+ 0.1. The Schwann cell thus has (0.3/0.14) = 2.14 -+ 0.71 optimized sources//zm 2 of tissue. This value corresponds to the grain density corrected for radiation spread or the quantity "G" referred to in previous publications, e.g., reference 20, p. 151.)
The absolute amount of radioactivity in the tissue can now be calculated from this density of grain origins, given in Table II c. The legend of that table explains the information provided by the computer program. From Table II c we see that the axon has the highest source density and that the Schwann cell is indeed labeled. If the final total X 2 even with the computer program had been unacceptably large, then either a necessary source compartment was left out of the tabulation or the underlying assumption of uniform internal label in each source compartment was incorrect. It is then necessary to revise the mask tabulation altering the source compartments until an acceptably low X z is obtained. Such a test for the validity of a source compartment is possible only if there is more than one grain compartment related to this source compartment, i.e., if a nonsquare matrix is made. This is because with a square matrix, a source density can always be chosen so that it yields computed (expected) grains which exactly match the observed grains giving a zero X 2. Only with a nonsquare matrix, where some compartments cannot be manipulated independently, can the internal consistency of a given hypothesis be tested.
As indicated, the mask analysis can also be applied to linear source compartments and with histogram columns providing the grain compartments. No such example is given in the present paper, however, as a detailed study in which this procedure is used is in preparation (Salpeter and Kasprzak).
DISCUSSION
The aims of quantitative autoradiography are first, to determine the location of a radioactive source in a tissue and second, the determine the extent of that radioactivity. The analysis of autoradiographs has to contend with two different but overlapping limitations. First, for accuracy in grain counting, exposure times must be chosen to avoid saturation of the emulsion immediately over a radioactive structure. A typical structure is sufficiently small so that only a few developed grains are produced under optimum conditions. Therefore, to achieve statistical significance, numerous autoradiographs and pooling of grain counts are required. Such pooling is based on some initial assumptions regarding homogeneity of the chosen source compartment. Second, because the resolution is limited (i.e. radiation spread is conbased on the sensitivity of the technique, the specific activity of the radioactive precursors, and the exposure time. siderable), radioactivity in one source can produce a developed grain on another structure.
In a previous publication, Salpeter and McHenry (20) compared three methods for analyzing autoradiographs which can be summarized as follows: (a) in the "simple grain density" procedure (14) , each developed grain is tabulated on the basis of the compartment (e.g. axon) over which its center is located, the total area of the compartment is measured, and results are presented as average number of grains per unit area of the compartment. In this method, no allowance is made for radiation spread, and the assumed source compartments are automatically the same as the chosen grain compartments. (b) In the "probability circle" analysis (10, 15, 23) , grains are tabulated both over a potentially labeled structure and within a specific rim outside it. In an elegant refinement, Williams (23) utilized the additional grain compartments situated at the overlap regions between pairs of different source compartments to partially correct for radiation spread between them. (c) In the "density distribution" procedure, grain density histograms are constructed by tabulating grains per unit area at various distances from a potentially labeled structure. In this method, one has many grain compartments for a given source compartment, and the resulting histogram can be compared with a predicted curve chosen from the previously generated families of universal curves to describe the likely distribution of the radioactivity most accurately. However, in this form the method is appropriate only for structures for which families of universal curves can be generated, and cannot easily be used for irregularly shaped interdigitating structures.
The hypothetical grain method of Blackett and Parry (3) eliminated the restriction to regularly shaped structures, by generating hypothetical grains directly on the autoradiographs using a table of computer-generated random directions and distances derived from the integrated universal curve for a point source. This procedure, together with a computer program for minimizing X 2, also suggested by Blackett and Parry (3), is well suited to complex, interdigitating structures. The greater accuracy and speed in using the families of expected distributions was traded for the greater flexibility and wider applicability of the hypothetical grains. The application of the hypothetical grain method in its original form required an appreciable amount of labor. The The sum of a matrix column gives the total generated grains in a grain compartment derived from all source compartments. The sum of a matrix row gives all the generated source-to-grain pairs derived from a given source compartment. The average observed grain density is the total observed grains divided by total generated source-tograin pairs. The computer varies the relative source density for each source compartment until the resultant number of grains ("computed grain distribution", see Eq. 1 of Appendix) in each of the grain compartments gives the lowest X z when compared with the observed grains in that grain compartment. This gives the "optimized computed source density" (see footnote 5). "No constraints" means that the optimized source density in any compartment is allowed to be either positive or negative. For biological sense, the computer also gives the optimum computed density (_->0), i.e., each density constrained to be positive or zero. Standard error ranges for the computed source densities are calculated as given in the Appendix. X z values are given for each of the grain compartments and summed for all of them. The degrees of freedom (dr) is the total number of grain compartments minus the total number of source compartments which are allowed to vary and are not constrained to be zero. E.g., in Table II c with no constraints, df = 9 -5 and with constraints, because the nuclear source compartment is constrained to 0, df=9-4.
aims of the present study were (a) to construct "masks' (or overlays) to simplify the process of generating predicted grain distributions on individual autoradiographs, (b) to facilitate analysis of the data by devising a fast and simple computer program, and (c) to take into consideration the variations in the universal curves for different energy isotopes. After this study was submitted, but before it was resubmitted in its present revised form, a paper with aims somewhat similar to (a) and (b) above was published by Blackett and Parry (4), and the reader will find much useful advice in their paper. In both our present paper and Blackett and Party's 1977 paper (4), overlays are constructed using the integrated universal curve for a point source derived from the resolution studies of Salpeter et al. (17) . Both these studies are also based on the idea for EM autoradiographic analysis initiated in the density distribution method (5, 17, 20) , and elaborated in the hypothetical grain method (3, 11, 12) . In principle, this idea involves hypothesis testing whereby the distributions of observed developed grains in one's autoradiographs are compared with those expected for various defined sources until a "best fit" source is found. This subsequently allows one to determine the extent of radioactivity (from the optimized source density) for each such source compartment. Both mask papers thus have many similarities. However, Blackett and Parry (4) did not take into consideration the varying shapes of the universal curves for different isotopes, and therefore, their sample overlay is applicable only to tritium sources. The adjustment they recommended for isotopes other than tritium involves using different HD values. However, as we show in Fig. 2 of this paper, this would incur considerable error, especially with higher energy isotopes. We therefore used the different universal curves for 1251, all, and 14C to construct the masks for each isotope separately. Each set of masks was also validated to insure against errors in their construction. Finally, Blackett and Parry link their analysis to the probability circle method of Williams (23), whereas we advocate a flexible approach to the mode of grain tabulation and choice of grain compartments.
We provide (in the Appendix) a guide to a computer program which should enable readers with moderate programming experience and with access to a computer to write their own program. Although Blackett and Parry do not publish their computer guide, it appears, from their discussions, that our two programs for finding the optimized source densities are very similar, but that the two programs for finding the probable error ranges have a different expressed philosophy. Blackett and Parry's program is in principle more accurate, as it can account for statistical errors in the matrix generation. However, we advise using an appreciably larger total number of "generated" grains than "real" observed grains in constructing the matrix, so that most of the statistical errors come from the observed grain sample. When this is done, our program has the advantage of being easy to program and fast to run.
As already indicated in the previous discussion, our overall attitude to autoradiographic analysis is flexibility. The final choice of procedures to be used must be guided by the problem at hand. For instance, if all potential source compartments are large compared with the resolution (and are likely to be uniformly labeled internally), the simple grain density method can be used, as it is simpler than a mask analysis and the errors incurred in its use are small. If only one (or a few) structure of simple shape is suspected of being heavily labeled, the density distribution procedure should be used as it provides a most sensitive test of the assumptions and is both faster and potentially more accurate than a mask analysis. In most other cases (e.g. if one is interested in small or complex interdigitating structures), a mask analysis is called for, but one still should exercise judgment as to which and how many compartments to use. The initial choice of N source compartments is presumably based on biological considerations; the number of different grain compartments, M, should always exceed N, as only then can the assumption of uniform internal label (i.e., correct choice of source compartments) be tested. One standard way to augment the number of grain compartments beyond the N source compartments is to consider the overlap regions between pairs of source compartments as additional grain compartments (as is advocated by Blackett and Parry, 3) . This is a useful procedure when N is reasonably small (~<4) and no structure is very radioactive. However, if N is very large, the total number of different grain compartments, N(N + 1)/2, becomes excessive. In practice, having too many grain compartments is counterproductive because it is important to have at least a few grains in each chosen grain compartment. On the other hand, if one of the source compartments is highly radio-active (e.g. the axon in our hypothetical example), it is useful to interpose a number of grain compartments in the vicinity of the hot structure such as the extra compartment (Schax) between axon and Schwann cell thus approaching the density distribution method. In this way, a neighboring, less radioactive structure sees very little radiation spread, and its own radioactivity can be more accurately assessed.
The aim of this series of four papers on resolution has been primarily to optimize the information which can be derived from EM autoradi-APPENDIX ographs. No one type of analysis, however sophisticated, should be applied dogmatically. We urge investigators to select the best method based on the available information on resolution, in order to test simple, well defined hypotheses unique to their particular problem.
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BASIS FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MASK ANALYSIS OF EM AUTORADIOGRAPHS BRUCE LAND and EDWIN E. SALPETER
As discussed in the text, a computer program is required for many analyses to optimize the source-densities of N source compartments so that the computed grain distribution (grain-numbers in each of M grain-compartments) gives a "best fit" to the observed grain distribution. Some measure of the probable error in each source density is also required. We give notes on the method we devised to help investigators with access to a computing facility write their own computer code. Our method for calculating the standard error of each source density assumed that: (a) at least three to five times as many generated grains as observed were used, so that errors in the generated source-to-grain-matrix are negligible compared with statistical errors in the observed grain-numbers, and (b) the number of observed grains in each grain compartment is larger than unity, and the average number of grains per grain compartment is larger than five, so that Gaussian rather than Poisson statistics can be used. To use probability tables for the X z distribution, one needs the "number of degrees of freedom" df. Because the computer is allowed to vary N separate numbers in minimizing the X 2 (i.e. optimizing each source compartment rather than having a single normalization for all compartments), the correct value of df is M -N (and not M -1 as given by Blackett and Parry, reference 4). When M = N as in a square matrix, there is a set of D(I) which gives expected grain-numbers equal to the observed, and thus gives X 2 values of zero except for round-off errors. This type of matrix gives a unique mathematical solution for the average site density per source compartment. In this case, with zero degrees of freedom, there is no test of the null hypothesis.
When M > N, as in a nonsquare matrix, in addition to a solution for D (1) , one also has a test of the null hypothesis, i.e., the choice of the initial source compartments. If the total X 2 is so large that the null hypothesis is untenable, then a different set of source compartments is called for. By examining the individual contributions of the X 2, it may be possible to select those source compartments needing adjustment to be, given the expected fluctuations in YOBS(J) due to the finite sample size, i.e., to obtain some form of standard deviation.
As mentioned, each YCOMP(J) must be larger than unity. Our method is based on the assumption of Gaussian statistics, which is rigorous only if each YCOMP(J) >>1, but the inaccuracy in our formula for the standard error should be small if the average of YCOMP(J) over all J is larger than about five. The deviation A(J) of YOBS(J) from the correct grain number Y(J) is unknown, but is now assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with mean square equal to Y(J) which we approximated by YCOMP(J). 
and use a subroutine LINVIF supplied by IMSL to find the inverse square matrix Q 1(1, K). We 
These matrices Q and P will now be used in the following derivation of the root-mean square error 8D(/) in the computed density D(/). We assume throughout that the matrix elements SMAT(I, J) are known exactly and the correct Y(J) would be obtained from Eq. An example of a nonsquare SMAT matrix with five source compartments and nine grain compartments is given in Table II a immediately below a set of observed grain numbers YOBS(J). The computer results (after 500 iterations) for this example are given in Table II b, including the "best-fit" computed source densities D (1) and the corresponding "standard" error ranges 8D(I), the finalized computed grains distribution, i.e. each YCOMP(J), the various components of X 2, and the total X 2. The results are first given without any constraints on D(1), and second, the results are given when the constraint D(1) >-0 is used for each I.
The total X 2 value is less than the number of degrees of freedom, 9 -5 = 4, and the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The grain density for I = 1 (i.e. nucleus) was put equal to zero by the special FIX(I) subroutine (without it X(1) would have been slightly negative), the source density for I = 3 (OCYT) is nonzero by only an insignificant amount, D(3) < 8D(3); the remaining three source densities (MIT, SCH, and AXON) are each significantly nonzero.
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